GRPE Ambassador Input to IWG IWVTA #36
Decisions of GRPE 82 (January 2021) and GRPE 83 (June 2021)

- GRPE requested the GRPE ambassador to International Whole vehicle Type Approval (IWVTA) in its 82\textsuperscript{nd} meeting to ask for removal of UN Regulation No. 154 and forthcoming UN Regulation No. [XXX] on RDE from the list of candidates for IWVTA Phase 2.

- However, following a report back from IWG IWVTA 35, this decision was reversed at the 83\textsuperscript{rd} meeting of GRPE and the withdrawal of UN R-154 is no longer requested.

- This decision will also apply to “UN R-RDE” which should be added to the candidate list for inclusion in UN R-0 once it has entered into force.